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n Some Purim Torah from Rabbi Seth…
“Who was that masked mensch?” This line, which I’ve copped and crudely parodied from
The Lone Ranger, could very well refer to am yisrael – as the Torah verse exclaims: hen am
levadad yishkon / “Behold! A nation dwelling apart” (Numbers 23:9) – Jews’ collective
purpose being, like that of the Lone Ranger (along with his sidekick Tonto and horse Silver), to bring divine enlightenment and justice to erring mortals while staying chivalrously
detached from their mishegas. To do so we ride, like the Lone Ranger (LR), incognito! This
– how to be helpful to others without exposing too much about ourselves – is also Esther’s
challenge.
She (played by Gal Gadot, please) is a female Jewish LR. I recall the male gentile (Clayton
Moore) t.v. serial version (this takes me back to my earliest childhood in the ’50s) as a suave
straight-shooter unencumbered by hang-ups, knowing right from wrong, and there in a
pinch to rescue those who need rescuing from evil villainy. He is polite as a church deacon,
calm, refined, articulate. Straightforward. Not much psychological intricacy. The Jewish
version is more complicated, anxious, neurotic. Like Moses (who, with his speech impediment and inferiority complex, hems and haws when the Voice from the Burning Bush tells
him to go rescue his Hebrew brethren), Esther has to be nudged, guilt-tripped, into doing
the right thing and meeting a life-or-death challenge she thought beyond her powers. Jews
are – as anyone in the salvation business should be – cautious about taking on the wicked
world.
With that caution goes an inclination toward anonymity; here again she has some things in
common with the LR and Moses.
For the LR anonymity enables mobility—freedom to move about and, unencumbered by
unwanted attention such legendary fame as his naturally attracts, perform feats of derring-do. For Moses anonymity enshrines humility, with which the mask – a veil that covers
the divine glow emanating from his face after a later encounter with God on Mt. Sinai – is in
keeping: “He placed a veil upon his face (Exodus 34:33) because everyone would gaze on
him, and Moses was greatly humble and bashful, and he would be embarrassed that they
would gaze on the radiance of the skin of his face…” (Keli Yakar [16th-17th c. rabbinic commentator]). For Esther (as in general for Jews in galut/diaspora) anonymity ensures safety:
her mask is the very act of hiding her Jewish identity in the face of a hostile humanity. Only
by remaining hidden can she save her people, that is, until remaining hidden is no longer an
option – so the only way she can save her people is by becoming visible.
You know how the story goes. Her cousin Mordecai first instructs her to keep her Jewishness under wraps (so that she’ll be safe in inconspicuousness, able to blend in smoothly);
then he turns around and tells her to out herself as a Jew (so that her husband the Persian
King, who worships the ground she walks on, will intervene on the Jews’ behalf and there
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by offset wicked Haman’s cruel designs). But she must do this, LR-style, all on her
lonesome. Everything’s up to her, and she has to risk everything. Taking off the mask
– revealing who she is – is for Esther a life-or-death stakes gamble. Fatalistically, she
declares: “If I perish, I perish” (4:16). Que sera sera. Here, though, she parts ways
with the LR.
He loses nothing by keeping his mask on; American, individualistic, he was meant
to be socially distanced. For him, self-concealment is half the charm and much of the
romance. He’d fit right into this COVID era, which advises keeping to oneself and
discourages physical contact. In Jewish experience, though, self-concealment means
something entirely less reassuring. Jews are used to hiding their identities and good at
it (the Persian name “Esther” sounds like a Hebrew verb meaning “to hide/conceal”),
but century after century of this secretive playacting, this making ourselves scarce
and invisible so as to escape our neighbors’ censorious notice has taken its toll on our
well-being.
Dressing up in costumes and masks on Purim is a yearly reminder of our historical and
still ongoing experience of exclusion, rejection; of being ignored, negated, having our
actual name ripped off our faces and another, uncomfortably foreign one smacked over
them instead (Ellis Island, anyone?). Until the moment of truth – that do-or-die instant
– when we come to the same understanding and affirmation Esther did and tear away
the mask and show our face and give our own, rightful name back to ourselves.
No longer hiding who we are: not masked mensches, but Jewish ones!
Put your mask on when you go out into reshut harabim / “the public domain.”
Amuse yourself by thinking of what you’re doing as real-life role-play reenacting our
ancestors’ brush with annihilation at the hands of, and pushing back triumphantly
against, a murderous enemy: COVID = Haman. Everything you do there – the shopping errands, the work routine, all of it – one big, elaborate farcical pose: a purimshpiel! Eventually, bimherah veyamenu / soon in our days, we’ll be able to FINALLY
take our masks off. God-willing, my time to meet God panim el panim / face to face
has not yet come.
When will that be? God knows, not I, and he who doesn’t know (quien no sabe / kemosabe) what the future holds would be a fool (tonto) to predict. Que sera sera. Likewise, I can only guess when I’ll get to see the Lone Ranger without his mask. While
waiting, I (wherever I am) will cast my pur, my lot, with you, Jewish sisters and brothers (wherever you are). Even with our masks still on, we can see through the disguise
– we recognize each other’s faces and know each other by name.
Happy Purim!

n Message from your presidents Sallyane and Kathi
Hello all! Things are looking up with the Covid vaccine becoming available to more of our TBT family. Old Man Winter has
been very busy during the month of February, dumping lots of
snow for all of us to plow and shovel! Well, if it is any consolation, spring is only a month away! We hope that everyone is
keeping healthy and safe, even though that means missing out on
milestones and family gatherings. Just a little bit longer and we
should all be able to get back to normal, whatever that is!
We are so fortunate to have Rabbi Alan Lefkowitz and his wife
Jody, joining our TBT family. We are opening an exciting new
chapter in the story of our beloved synagogue. Please look for
more information on our Rabbi search in The Star.
The removal of Maurice, our beloved birch tree has been put on
hold due to an equipment malfunction and our new roof for the
kitchen and rear bathrooms is also on hold due to the weather.
Hopefully, when the weather clears both will be taken care of.
We also need to think about having the rest of the building repaired and repainted.
Unfortunately, our Purim Megillah reading and sphiel have become victims of the pandemic. Hopefully, by Rosh Hashannah
the worst will have passed and we will have clear sailing ahead
to resume all of our wonderful activities in the fall with our new
spiritual leader, Rabbi Alan!
So TBT family, please stay strong and hopefully, very soon
we will all be able to gather again in our beloved building in
Wethersfield.

n Final Update from the Rabbi/Spiritual Leader Search Committee
As previously e-blasted, we are so pleased to announce that Rabbi Alan Lefkowitz will “officially”
join us this June. Rabbi Seth has graciously offered to
help with our transition by working with Rabbi Alan
during the month of June. We will then have the
summer to prepare for the new Jewish year, which
begins very early -- Erev Rosh Hashanah is the evening of Labor Day Monday in September!
Our selection process during the pandemic was interesting. Like the rest of the world, we made use of
Zoom for much of our work. After our two prime
candidates each joined TBT for a Torah Study and a
Shabbat service, it was time for interviews. To accomplish this, two committee members interviewed
each candidate over Zoom, using a collection of
thoughtful questions generated by the full committee. Rabbi Alan
These interview sessions were recorded (with the candidates’ permission, of course), and then shared with the full committee for review. Finally, the committee gathered by Zoom to discuss the interviews and make our decision.
Happily, the decision was unanimous, and the position was offered to Rabbi Alan! Here
is his response:
Dear Deb and the Search Committee of TBT,
I wanted to let you and the search committee know how happy and thrilled both Jody
and I am to have received the offer and appointment to serve as your rabbi at TBT in
Old Wethersfield. I look forward to sharing our traditions and even creating new ones to
enhance our lives and to bring greater understanding to who we are as Jews and who we
are as people in the world. All of our conversations have been both delightful and uplifting. Let us together share the beauty of Jewish life.
Wishing you all continued safety and well-being in health.
Warmly,
Rabbi Alan
Tremendous thanks go to all of the committee members that took this responsibility on,
and contributed to a great result! Those members are: Debbie Ehrlich, Carol Gershenson,
Judy and Marty Gold, Barry and Lynn Goldberg, Deb and Joe Hammer, Kathryn Kenzel,
Karen Klein, Ellen Sue Moses, Helene Rosenblatt, Sallyanne and Barry Scott, and Rabbi
Seth – advisory role.
Thanks, too, to the many of you who attended our virtual “tryout events” and took the
time to share your impressions!
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Star readers: If you have more
photos you might like to share
please forward them with ID’s to:
The Star
(aka Phil...pjlohman@att.net) for
Star’s next issue, ideally as jpegs!
Thanks

US

Rabbi: Seth Riemer
Co-Presidents: Sallyanne Scott and Kathi Mag
Executive Committee: Sallyanne Scott, Kathi Mag,
Carol Gershenson. Barry Goldberg and Karen Klein
Financial Secretary, Lead Person for board meetings:
Sallyanne Scott
Corresponding Secretary for Donations,
Co-President, Gardening: Kathi Mag
Recording Secretary: Carol Gershenson
Membership and Publicity Chairperson: Karen Klein
Treasurer and Memorial Park Director: Barry Goldberg
Nominating Chair and Board of Education
Chairperson: Cecile Bronfin
High Holidays Committee: Rabbi Seth Riemer, Barbara Checknoff,
Cecile Bronfiin, Fred London, Carol Gershenson,
Susan Reuben, Sallyanne and Barry Scott, Kathi and Eliot Mag
Friday Night Announcements: Deb Ehrlich
Head Religious School Instructor: Rabbi Seth Riemer
Religious Studies Teacher: Michelle Cyr
Adult Education and Book Club: Ellen Sue Moses
Receiving phone calls: Rhoda London
The Star Newsletter: Phil Lohman, Micki Bellamy, Deb Hammer
Ways and Means: Kathryn Kenzel
aided by Judy Gold and Helene Rosenblatt
Building Consultants: Ralph Horowitz, Dave Forrest,
Phil Lohman, Kathi Mag and Gary Evans
Torah Study, Building Rentals, and Webmaster: Deb Hammer

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

MAUREEN HOROWITZ
ABR, GRI, SRES, REALTOR

Licensed in Connecticut since 2002

It isn’t easy to find a real estate
agent with Maureen’s combination
of skills, strengths and experience.
You will want to call her whenever you or someone you know is considering buying
or selling a home. Maureen is a full-time, hard-working
professional real estate agent.
Maureen says, “The highest compliment you can
give me is recommending me to a friend or family
member. Your satisfaction is my top priority.”
860.205.9678
MaureenHorowitz.Agnelli@gmail.com
411 Naubuc Avenue
Glastonbury, CT 06033

